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Equations review worksheet

This section before you start will help you set up to start solving your problems. An effective solution to problems requires calm and cool mind body. Stress makes it difficult to think clearly and creatively. Negative emotions include fear, anger, embarrassment, guilt and despair. If these feelings are severe or overwhelming, they can
interfere with our ability to think logically. Negative thoughts are ideas that focus on bad things that have happened or may happen in the future without leaving room for constructive thinking about how to improve things. This list contains some common signs of stress. Check the menu and determine if you may experience any signs of
stress now. Save the list to keep track of pressure markers when needed. Physical signs of excessive sweating headaches, strained muscle stomach problems, loss of sleep problems, lack of energy, lack of energy, or feeling fatigue, unexplained hair loss, unexplained heart loss, rapid heart loss signs, drinking signs, too much drug use
using drugs, less sleep problems, increased tobacco use, increased use of caffeine biting nails, twistin Pacing hair grinding your teeth, acting activities, laughing or crying inappropriately screaming or spun, driving very quickly, too fast. Compulsive gambling buy avoid friends and emotional family signs of anxiety frustration rapid irritability
with others losing interest in entertainment and playing grief or mood frequent depression uneasiness, restless anger, resentment, hostility feeling stressed or trapped sudden shifts in mood impatience increase mood sensitivity sense of emotional lye ness emotionally overreaction to unexpected situations with thinking problem focus
misunderstandings others difficult to remember things misjudging confusion ideas difficulty making decisions self-doubt Overwhelmed or low self-confidence criticizing yourself negative self-talk about whether the problem can be realistically changed is the first important question in determining the problem. Some cases cannot be
changed, but we can find ways to deal with them better. For example, if someone has a disabled injury, they may not be able to change their health, but they can find ways to deal with them more optimistically and make the most of their current abilities. Remember, you can't control the weather, but if you see that rain is in the forecast,
you can bring your umbrella or modify your outdoor plans. Separating facts from assumptions that separate facts from assumptions is a crucial part of accurately describing your problem. Sometimes we make assumptions, especially when we're nervous. If we act on assumptions, we are likely to be unsuccessful in solving the problem.
Even if you know that it is important to separate facts from assumptions, it is not always easy to do. Often we don't know that we're making assumptions. Therefore, the good base of the thumb Take some time to think about your problem and look for facts. Find evidence to support your description of the problem. Try to make sure you see
the whole picture and ensure all the basic information. Again, it is useful to ask a friend or colleague for help. Sometimes the search for facts people try to solve a problem before they know all the facts. With any condition causing distress, however, it is important to look for information that may not be at your fingertips. For example, you
probably don't recklessly buy a car if you don't know how much gas mileage it gets, or how often this particular model collapses. Similarly, it is not good to try to solve a problem before you know most of the facts. A simple guide to use when searching for facts is thinking like a detective or a newspaper reporter trying to get the facts. Ask
questions like who, what, when, where, and how. Remember to use clear language when describing these facts. If we don't, we can blow things up disproportionately or be easily misunderstood. What is the clear language? Asking trusted friends or colleagues is often a useful way to determine whether we are clear. When setting goals,
select goals that can already be achieved. Although we will never dissuade you from following your dreams, it is unlikely that you will be able to access them unless they are reasonable, and this can lead to feelings of frustration, depression and failure. If the goal seems too great to try to achieve it right now, follow the principle of
simplification, i.e. dividing the problem into smaller targets, keeping the final destination in mind. When setting goals, remember that it's important to understand the difference between two types of goals. The objectives that focus on problems are those that involve changing the nature of the situation so that it is no longer a problem. These
objectives are more appropriate in cases where the situation can in fact be changed. Examples include saving more money, improving contacts with the spouse, or losing weight. On the other hand, emotional-focused goals are those that cannot change the situation, or where your emotional reactions are very overwhelming. For example,
the fear that you may not be able to get a satisfactory job, while understandable, is likely to cause more harm than good if it is not unchecked. Sticking to resentment, anger, or jealousy are other examples. Therefore, when setting goals, you need to think about the types of goals that are appropriate for the problem you are trying to deal
with. Problem-focused goals usually require some work; What makes your situation a problem for you? This is the main question to answer in order for you to correctly define your problem. Problems usually involve obstacles to overcome or to resolve conflicts; Resources or knowledge to reach a goal, or there may be a lot of goals to
choose from. As with most life problems more difficult, there are usually multiple factors that contribute to the problem. Ultimately, identifying these factors helps us identify effective solutions. Obstacles may include the problem: barriers: something that prevents your way to a goal. Conflicting goals: conflicts between yourself and others, or
between two opposing goals you have set. Reduced resources: Lack of skills or resources that make reaching your goal extremely difficult. Unknown or uncommon: A position you've never encountered before makes it difficult to know what to do. Complexity: The situation seems very complex and overwhelming. Emotional difficulties: It is
difficult to overcome your own emotional reaction. When you see yourself as a problem-solving traveler, the question you ask yourself specifically is - what prevents me from getting from A (where I am now) to B (where I want to go)? Think of a problem you're currently experiencing - write down what you think are obstacles, conflicting
goals, complications, lack of resources, emotional difficulties, or unknown/unfamiliar aspects that make your situation a problem. In other words, what kind of barriers, long tunnels, expensive fees, winding roads, or dangerous hills do you need to take into account when planning your trip to get to your destination? In doing so, remember to
use clear language and separate facts from assumptions! These obstacles are what you need to overcome in order to solve the problem. This concept suggests that it is important to generate many solution options because having more solutions increases your chances of ultimately identifying high-quality alternatives. Think of a simple
example of looking for a new pair of pants - what type of store is most likely to get size and preference, a large store or a small shop? Obviously that's a big one! Having more than one selection allows you to choose pants that best suit you! In using the quantitative principle, remember to use the outer rule of solving multitasking problems;
Do not rule the second principle recommends that the judgment be postponed, suggesting that every idea that comes to mind is recorded in order to increase the number of ideas that can be generated. Rejecting ideas prematurely limits creative thinking! Instead, postponing judgment increases your ability to think about effective ideas.
For example, even if the idea sounds silly or impossible at first, it might provoke another related idea that is not silly or impossible. Therefore, solutions must not be assessed or judged at this time. There is only one criterion to use at present, which is that the idea is relevant to the problem at hand. Otherwise, remember that there is no
right or wrong alternative at this point -- if you catch (so silently) judge any ideas you have, stop and remind yourself that this will reduce on creativity. Think of a variety according to this third principle, the more diverse the alternatives generated, the more quality ideas will be produced. Strategies are general workflows that you can take to
deal with a problem. Tactics are specific steps involved in putting a particular strategy into practice. To increase your creativity, look at the list of alternatives and try to identify the different strategies you've generated. For example, strategies can include getting more money: (a) borrowing money, (b) stealing money (we know this is not
good, but remember to postpone the judgment!), (c) get a second job, (d) cut expenses, and so forth. Specific tactics for borrowing money (a) can include borrowing from a bank, (b) borrowing from his cousin John, (c) borrowing from a loan penny, (d) borrowing from a credit union, (d) borrowing from your boss, and so forth. If any of the
strategies have a few specific tactics, try to generate more. Then try to think about some new strategies and then some new tactics for each new strategy. Stimulating your creativity: Get unstuck if you get stuck and can't think of many alternatives, here are additional ways to stimulate your creativity: imagine how someone else can try to
solve the problem. Think of someone you like, such as your best friend, your favorite uncle, The Dalai Lama, a sports hero, or your favorite character from a book or movie. Use the principle of visualization. Think about the problem in your imagination, then visualize yourself to try to deal with it and achieve your problem solving goals.
Think about the different ways to achieve these goals. Combine different ideas. This can help to produce new alternative solutions or modify an alternative either to improve it or to produce a new one. If generating multiple alternatives proves a bit tricky for you, one way to improve your basic creativity skills is to practice with fun examples.
For example, generate as many ideas as possible as to what you can do with a single brick. Believe it or not, within minutes, you can make a list that can top over 100 ideas if you follow the rules of brainstorming. For fun, go ahead and try this practice example. Write as many ideas as you can possibly regarding different things you can do
with a single brick. If you encounter some creative blocks, remember the principles of brainstorming. When predicting the consequences or effects of a particular alternative, there are a series of questions you should ask. First, you should try to answer the following two questions about the effectiveness of the alternative: Will this solution
help me achieve my goals? Will I be able to do it? A second set of questions includes predicting the personal, social, short-term and long-term consequences of each alternative. What are the effects on me? (Personal consequences can include: emotional and psychological, and Well-being, however, time and effort required; financial well-
being; impact on values.) What are the social consequences? (What are the effects on others, such as family, friends, neighbors, co-workers, etc.?) What are the immediate consequences of this alternative? What are the far-reaching implications of this solution? To determine the best solution for you, consider classifying each alternative
by assessing its pros and cons. (If the problem is simple, you may be able to skip this step.) To evaluate alternatives, give each idea an assessment based on your response to each of the following four questions. Classifications are: plus rating = positive or yes, or minus rating = negative or not. When finished, each option will have 4
ratings. Will this alternative reach my goal? Can I carry it? What are the overall effects on myself, in the short and long term? What are the overall effects on others, in the short and long term? Look at your ratings for your three solutions and select the best solutions that best suit you. Effective alternatives are those with the lowest number
of negatives and the greatest number of positives. If there are many, you can start developing a business plan. If most or all alternatives are generally classified as negative, consider whether you have correctly defined the problem or created sufficient alternatives. Choose the alternatives that have the best rankings to develop a business
plan. This plan may be simple or comprehensive. If you initially identify some obstacles to your goal, it may be a simple plan that requires one or two alternatives. However, the more difficult problems sometimes require a more comprehensive action plan. For example, you might want to choose a set of several alternatives to be
implemented at the same time. This will be appropriate when this combination seems likely to be more effective than any single solution, or when there are multiple obstacles that need to be overcome. Many problems in life are complex and involve multiple obstacles to overcome, so it may be advisable to identify many solutions for
inclusion in a larger action plan. You may also want to think about contingency plans (i.e. what to do in the case of a particular alternative or a set of ineffective options). Once you've prepared your business plan, the last step is to fill in the details about exactly how it will be implemented, when, and where it will be implemented. At this
point, type this plan (Externalize) and/or imagine yourself executing the plan (conceiving) in order to consider the last time how good the plan you think it is. Just like a doctor who takes blood pressure to determine how a particular drug works, it is important for you to monitor the results of your action plan. Before you make a business
plan, you're asked to predict the negatives and disadvantages of possible solutions. After the action plan is implemented, collect information to determine if your expectations are correct. Determine whether you have The plan helped you reach your goals. Now is the time to reward yourself for problem solving efforts! Bonuses can include
buying a new video game or DVD, or a new article of clothing, watching your favorite movie, cooking your favorite meal or buying good seats at an upcoming sports event. Perhaps your reward is to share your progress with someone who cares about you or catches up with an old friend. You could also reward yourself by taking some
much worth it to me time to spend doing something you don't usually have time to do. This is the reward of your efforts! As such, this does not mean that you should limit your self-reward just to solve the problem successfully, but more than that just to try! Regardless of the results related to any one problem, by trying to put your problem-
solving skills plan for action and monitoring results, your skills will always be improved. This is worth rewarding negative thoughts and feelings will interfere with your ability to identify effective ways to deal with problems. Here are some tips to help you deal with them: Be aware of your negative thoughts and feelings. Ask for clues to
challenge your negative thoughts. Accept your negative feelings, but don't let them take over. Focus on what you can change, not on things that can't be changed. Your mind can't work as best as you can when you're experiencing stress. To reduce stress symptoms, do any relaxation exercises that suit you. Deep breathing relaxation
muscle progressive yawning slowly counting from 1-10 meditation depicting prayer
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